
WORD UNIT NO PAGE DEFINITION PoS EXAMPLE CEF IPA

bicycle 12 110

a two-wheeled vehicle that you sit on and move by turning the two 

pedals noun I go to work by bicycle. ˈbaɪ.sɪ.kl ̩

boat 12 110 a vehicle for travelling on water noun a rowing/sailing boat bəʊt

bus 12 110

a large vehicle in which people are driven from one place to 

another noun You should take the bus if you want to see the sights. bʌs

car 12 110

a road vehicle with an engine, four wheels, and seats for a small 

number of people noun They don't have a car. kɑː

plane 12 110 a vehicle that flies and has at least one engine and wings noun a fighter/transport/passenger plane pleɪn

train 12 110

a long, thin vehicle which travels along metal tracks and carries 

people or goods noun the train to/from Bristol treɪn

travel 12 110 to move or go from one place to another verb

After leaving school, she spent a year travelling, mostly in 

Africa and Asia. ˈtræv.əl

country 12 112 an area of land that has its own government, army, etc. noun Which is the largest country in Europe? ˈkʌn.tri

continent 12 112

one of the seven main areas of land on the Earth, such as Africa, 

Asia, Europe or South America noun the North American continent ˈkɒn.tɪ.nənt

been (go) 12 112 past participle of be verb Where have you been? biːn

done (do) 12 112 past participle of do verb What have you done? dʌn

gone (go) 12 112 past participle of  go  verb Dad has gone to the shops. gɒn

seen (see) 12 112 past participle of see verb Have you seen this book? siːn

written (write) 12 112 past participle of  write  verb I've written her a letter. ˈrɪt.ən

met (meet) 12 112 past simple and past participle of meet  verb Have you met her husband? met

spoken (speak) 12 112 past participle of speak verb We have spoken about it several times. ˈspəʊ.kən

eaten (eat) 12 112 past participle of eat verb You've eaten all the bread. ˈiː.tən

taken (take) 12 112 past participle of take verb He has taken all the cookies. ˈteɪ.kən

flown (fly) 12 112 past participle of fly verb The birds have flown away. fləʊn

swum (swim) 12 112 past participle of  swim  verb She has swum the English Channel. swʌm

won (win) 12 112 past simple and past participle of win    verb You have won a prize! wʌn

driven (drive) 12 112 past participle of drive verb Have you ever driven a tractor? ˈdrɪv.ən

tourist 12 113 someone who visits a place for pleasure and does not live there noun What do tourists and travellers take with them? ˈtʊə.rɪst

traveller 12 113 someone who travels noun What do tourists and travellers take with them? ˈtræv.əl.ə

minibus 12 115 a small bus with seats for about ten people noun I went by minibus all the way to the north of Thailand. ˈmɪn.i.bʌs

helicopter 12 115

an aircraft which flies using long, thin parts on top of it that turn 

round and round very fast noun The injured were flown to hospital by helicopter. ˈhel.ɪˌkɒp.tə

tram 12 115

an electric vehicle for carrying passengers, mostly in cities, which 

moves along metal lines in the road noun  We took the tram to the city centre. træm

scooter 12 115 a small motorcycle noun  I go to college on my scooter. ˈskuː.tə

underground train 12 115 a train that travels under a city noun The city has underground trains. ˈʌn.də.graʊnd ˌtreɪn

fly 12 115 to travel through the air in an aircraft verb I'm flying to Mumbai tomorrow. flaɪ

miss 12 115 to arrive too late to get on a bus, train, aircraft, etc. verb You'll miss your train if you don't hurry up. mɪs

catch 12 115 to get on a bus, train, etc. in order to travel somewhere verb He catches the 8:30 train to London. kætʃ

take 12 115 to travel somewhere by using a bus, train, car, etc. verb Are you taking the train to Edinburgh? teɪk

ride 12 115

to travel by sitting on a horse, bicycle, or motorcycle and 

controlling it verb I learned to ride a bike when I was four. raɪd

drive 12 115

to move or travel on land in a motor vehicle, especially as the 

person controlling the vehicle's movement verb I'm learning to drive. draɪv



travel the world 12 110 to go to many different countries phrase Nora Dunn wanted to travel the world until she got old. ˌtræv.əl ðə ˈwɜːld

write home 12 110

to send a letter to someone (usually a family member) at your 

house when you are away phrase Sometimes she writes home to ask for some money. ˌraɪt ˈhəʊm

appear on television 12 110 to perform on TV phrase She appears on television in every country she goes to. əˌpɪər ɒn ˈtel.ɪ.vɪʒ.ən

other cultures 12 111

habits, traditions and beliefs that are different from those in your 

own society phrase I love learning about other cultures. ˌʌð.ə ˈkʌl.tʃəz

skeleton 12 114

the structure made of all the bones in the body of a person or 

animal noun

One time a doctor stopped me outside a hospital and 

asked me to take a skeleton to another hospital. ˈskel.ɪ.tən

false teeth 12 114 teeth that are not real but are made to look real plural noun He has to wear false teeth now. ˌfɒls ˈtiːθ

on time 12 116 not early or late phrase

These children in Indonesia have to cross a bridge 10 

metres above a dangerous river to get to their class on 

time. ˌɒn ˈtaɪm

village 12 116

a place where people live in the countryside that includes buildings 

such as shops but is smaller than a town noun Gulu is a mountain village in a national park. ˈvɪl.ɪdʒ

journey 12 116 when you travel from one place to another noun The children have a dangerous journey. ˈdʒɜː.ni

45 centimetres wide 12 116

If something is 45 centimetres wide, that is the distance from one 

side to the other. phrase The path is only 45 centimetres wide in some places. ˌfɔː.ti.faɪv ˌsen.tɪ.miː.təz ˈwaɪd

take a risk 12 116

to do something although something bad might happen because of 

it phrase

So these girls are happy to take a risk in order to get to 

school. ˌteɪk ə ˈrɪsk

tiny 12 116 extremely small adjective It’s a tiny village - only very few people live there. ˈtaɪ.ni

tracks 12 116 narrow paths plural noun

Every morning they walk along the tracks to get to their 

school, forty minutes away. træks

neighbour 12 116 someone who lives very near you, especially in the next house noun

They hope to get a job and money, so they can help their 

families and their neighbours. ˈneɪ.bə

admire 12 117 to respect or approve of someone or something verb Why does Mariana admire her uncle? ədˈmaɪə


